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by FAXmodem
22 APR 97
Dear Scott:
I hope this letter finds you in good health & prosperity.
Well, although it’s a stressful time, the 19th passed uneventfully
and we thank God. I hope your time is opening up somewhat and that
the level of pressure is less for you.
We have not been able to find anyone who will represent Steve.
The authorities continue to retaliate against him for the temerity and
insolence of bringing charges against them. The weight of their authority
is such that the Internal Affairs nor the District Attorney’s office will
proceed although they profess being agast at the breadth and depth of
the infractions and the quality of proof.
Since this situation is the progression of ever increasing levels of
infractions of Steve Gartins’ rights to ‘due process’, much less ‘equal
protection’ of the law, much less it’s ‘administration without fear or
favor’; the infractions are easy to find and identify.
In responding to these unwarranted (and warrantless) attacks,
Steve has had to find his legal information where he could- he has had
no legal counsel at any point in any of these proceedings. They have
treated him this way throughout because they thought they could;
without consequences. Do they treat all ‘poor’ people this way? Is the
Sheriffs’ Office the enforcement arm of the Rich?
When these characters wanted a ‘politically correct charge’; they
cried ‘Stalker’. When that lie was found out; they cried ‘domestic
violence’- that couldn’t fly. They said.. He’s obviously ‘crazy’- he outthought them. They said: “He’s a Christian Patriot Terrorist Whacko
threat to the...,” It’s a crock of crap and why is noone looking into their
motives?
This is the same sort of thing that has been done to Blacks, to
Asians, to Hispanics and Indians. Why is it hard to understand that it is
being done in an upperclass Western County? We must have laws
against the improper abuse of a position of trust and authority. Don’t
we?
Steve has made serious direct criminal charges; he has proven
motive, he has Witnesses and documentation. He is presently confined;
the chances are more than excellent that it is in retaliation for his
insolence and the actual fiscal liability for the administration. I have not
yet identified a reason why ‘law enforcement’ has not taken a more direct
interest. Perhaps you could suggest an approach which would give them
more focus.
Best Personal Regards and Wishes,
Charles H. Clements

